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About This Content

Second part of the cyberpunk visual novel series. Set in a future in a mega city where surveillance and hacking are part of every
day life, it revolves around human relations, their dreams and their fight for living a free life.

Invisible Apartment 2 is our first longer format visual novel. Part one, which is already available on Steam for some time now
was a free introduction to the whole series. This part takes place months after the events of the previous part with a bunch of

new characters and a ton of new locations.
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Thanks humble sale for letting me notice this great game.
So sad it has just 13 reviews
I'll add one right now and update it later. I already love it
You definitely need to put some effort into advertising.

doing the "local coop" stuff in singleplayer [cause no friends] is kinda painful.. Very good hardcore platformer with nice varied
visuals and great techno music.

There are 4 worlds to explore, each world is made up of 15 levels for a total of 60 levels. Each world has a different aesthetic
and completely different sets of obstacles giving every world a very different feel. The first few levels of each world are very
easy, they are basically there to show you how the traps\/level hazards work in that stage and then after a few training levels in
that world the real challenges begin.

The difficulty curve in this game is great, it is a hard game and you will die a decent amount, but it is not frustrating. Every time
you die it is your fault and because of instant respawns you will jump right back into action and learn from your mistakes. This
game did a great job of always making me feel like I would beat the level on my next try which really keeps you in the action.
Many levels also offer a degree of flexibility in how you handle them and often just changing your approach to a level can make
it much easier.

Controls are fast, when you first play them you will probably think they are too fast, but you will get the hang of them. Controls
are simple, you can walk (very quickly) left to right and you have a jump button, tapping jump produces short jumps and
holding it produces long jumps. You also have a mid-air dash move that lets you cover a lot of ground quickly and you can cling
to walls and bounce up them\/back and forth between them. It is all pretty standard fare but it works well here.

A few complaints:

1) The jump button is mapped to Y on the xbox pad by default, very weird, make sure you change it before the game starts.

2) The game does not work with the control pad, this is a pretty huge deal. I use a logitech controller with a button that turns the
stick into the dpad and vice versa but if you are playing with an xbox controller you will be forced to use the stick. Personally,
this would have made the game unplayable for me, and it is definitely something the devs need to fix, precision games like this
are made to be played with a dpad.

3) No mid level checkpoints, granted most levels are short and don't really need them, but some levels drag on a bit and a mid
level checkpoint would have been nice, especially on the final level.

4) The final level is disproportionately difficult compared to the rest of the game. Yes, I know its the final level, but for a game
with such a nice difficulty curve there is simply no reason for the last level to be that much harder than the rest of the game. I
think up to the final level I died a total of around 150 times, on the final level I died around 80 times, that tells you something is
off. I almost quit the game but decided to stick it out and was rewarded with a completely crap ending, not that a game like this
really has a story but it still felt like an f you.

Overall, techno boy is a really fun platformer and if you are into this genre I can't imagine you not enjoying it.. It is a great game
with a lot of opportunities. The game nicely mixes mythology and history with simple but complicated farming adventure.

Anyone who plays the game should know that the game is still in early access. It will be developed well. And the bugs will surely
be fixed.. Yet another party mini-game experience for VR. Is this game worth it? Well, it's a very tough call. I don't think the
price point is right for the amount of content. However, I think the sale price matches it perfectly. The good thing is that this
game is geared for parties and you'll want a party to enjoy this. Hopefully, lots of alcohol is involved. The challenges vary from
stupidly easy to "virtually impossible".

I think if you're not worried about accuracy and can forgive some clunkiness, then it's excellent for newcomers to VR. The
challenges are so silly that I don't think anybody will be worried about the lack of depth. You can't pick the challenges and the
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driving scenario to set forth who goes the farthest and thus wins the challenge is not the best idea for party mini-games. Just give
us an overall score. Also, give us a countdown before any challenge begins. And the cheat on the exam mini-game needs
something more to it. It's just really bad as is. Maybe make us write the answer. Give us a hard math problem that we can solve
or cheat on. Have her have the answer on her desk. That would be a better idea.

This is a possibly play once or twice with a group of friends, have a few laughs, and then forget. But for $4.99, that's not a bad
deal. It's cheaper than almost anything else you can do for that amount of cash.

Sale Price Rating 5\/10. It's a pretty short arcade game (if only you don't want to struggle for leadership and all achievements),
but it's nice looking and nice playing and it worth its minimal prize.. Game is okay, but Montezuma 4 was so much more fun.
5\/10.. *Spoiler Alert*

Okay first of all loved the story and plot up until the whole time travel thing, I hate time travel as a plot for games, movies,
shows, anime and etc. Also here is one consistant problem throughout the game, I dont think he double checked the dialogue,
subs and the words over the objects in the game. In the part with the car if you take the car battery then he spelled it "batery" in
the subtitles. Also in pablo's hideout when you use the U.V. light he says that the word starts with an a S and all I see is a giant F
as the first letter, its not even close to S. Also the movement animations are so freaking dumb its hilarious. When the chubby
soldier unrealistically moves while holding his booty, when the maria chick runs and when you mass click an object your
character has a spaz attack XD. Over all like in the last game I liked the art, the background and I like how it has some historical
aspects to it. But the dialogue, by that I mean the voice acting sucked, other than the main character, they messed up on trying to
sound emotional and just made it kinda awkward. I would rate 7\/10 just because how hilarious this game was but also the
developer needs to fix the steam\/pause glitch. I was curious if some of the information he used in the game was accurate so I
paused the game and went into a steam window and when I came out of it my cursor would not appear. I couldnt even select
anything when I got into the game, all I could do was save and restart and that didnt even work. I almost beat the game and the
only save I had was the glitched out one, so I had to restart all over again and finish the game. All together it was a pretty good
game glitchy as hell, but freaking hilarious.. http:\/\/youtu.be\/E2pGS0w2za8
I played until the 10th level of Triblaster.

The 3D graphics are very simple. But this is a \u2018retro\u2019 game, so that\u2019s how it\u2019s supposed to be. The
distortion transition effect and backgrounds look cool. The game is presented pretty well for what it is.

You control a triangle. You use the mouse to roll it around and shoot enemy objects. You can shoot a big beam which is cool.

Controlling your triangle can be difficult with the mouse. I found that it over rolled or just didn\u2019t move when I thought
I\u2019d moved the mouse enough to put it where I want. I think the terrain is supposed to affect your movement as well which
didn\u2019t help. You don\u2019t seem to be able to use the keyboard which kind of doesn\u2019t make sense to me
considering that it\u2019s a retro game. I forgot that I could avoid hostile objects by jumping over them using space bar so I
didn\u2019t make it that far.

It\u2019s an arcade game and so far it seems to be a competent one at that. It would be nice if they fixed up the controls a bit. It
is $3.99 on steam which I would say is probably not too bad a price.

Click here for more let\u2019s play videos =). Fun game but doesn't pack a lot content-wise :\/. This is a brutally difficult
platformer. If that's not your bag, I don't think you'd enjoy it. But I totally had a blast!
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Great taste of a charming adventure!

Although this game has logic that's a bit confusing sometimes (e.g. use this key randomly in this one door and it will unlock for
a random part you don't really know to look for), I found all 95% of all the puzzles very enjoyable. Pairing that with great
design, solid and interesting characters and you've got exactly what I believe the design team was going for here: a game
reminiscant of the 90s golden adventure era!. A lot of potential but compared to other Choice of games:

The stat system was less malleable and used less complexly, removing strategy from the game.

The concept was less delved into. You don't really take part in the rent-a-vice system in the way that the summary
suggests. It's more there as a plot device than as an actual game mechanic.

The choices made were less plentiful and less important. In one situation, I made a choice that burnt a bridge with a
character, had no chance to defend myself, and in the next scene they accepted me back with open arms. It's not
horrible, but it's not as good as other Choice of games I've played.
It's not bad per se, it's just not amazing. I'd say only play it if this trope scratches your sci-fi subgenre fix.. Everything is
good, but the cockpit graphics really increased.. This game is one of my favourites in recent memory, the lore of the world
is plenty, the characters feel real and you form an actual bond with them, actually getting attached to them, and the
whimsical magic is something that feels realistic and as if the consequences make sense (for most of them), those you are
spying on learning things about you? makes sense, things you create with the power of life eventually following a path that
you didn't originally intend for them, seems like it would happen irl if you had these powers, machines making the climate
situation worse, global warming in a nutshell, negation magic(described in-game as the power of death) making clouds of
death? a bit of a stretch but it seems pretty reasonable, one thing I dont understand though is why glamors give you rot, I
guess it makes you more charismatic and likeable on the outside and your insides gain the opposite affect.
I have completed the game multiple times, (4 to be exact) and I have only gotten 2 endings that could be really described as
good with each of my playthroughs taking 7-8 hours, although that may have just been me getting distracted by other things
irl.
all in all I really loved this game and recommend it to most people who like games in which your choices matter, and\/or
fantasy games, the magical parts of the game are why I like this game more than choice of robots or choice of alexadria, I
did 1 full playthrough of robots and I got bored with alexandria within the first bit of dialogue, having barely reached
land, I like this better because the others feel too much like real life, what with the actual history part of alexandria, and the
modern day part of robots. it has better and more in-depth lore and generally a better feel than choice of robots, but I
enjoyed this game so much more that its actually made me want to write a review, something that I can never remember
doing for any other game.
the replay value is pretty good too, what with all the different possibilities, its honestly a lot like a better version of a choose
the plot book, although after the fourth replay I found myself both feeling kinda bored but a lot like I really want to play
more.
overall, 9\/10 and I hope to see more games just like this on steam in the future.. This Game is awesome it have so many
different gamemodes (Guards and Thieves,Team Death Match,Zombie Rush,Faceless(Slenderman),Insta
Gib,Soccer,VIP,CTF,...), i love the design and the originall Game idea in the gamemode "Guard and Thieves" where the
Guards defend some objects and the thieves try to steal one of them. But in the moment you feel that this game is in Early
Access because you can't change Weapons so you have to play with the basic Equipment which the class offers. But i am
looking forward that the developer add more Items and the New Singleplayer mode.

BUY IT!!
THE COMMUNITY MUST GROW!!. This game is absolutly wonderful. Initially I wanted to find the goal of the game but
soon I found myself so wrapped up in enjoying the experiance as a whole to care if there was an end or how I should go
about reaching it. This game is VERY artistic, and peppered with cleaver meta-level metaphores about life and existance,
though thinking about the dialog is purely optional. Its a sandbox where your free to color the world however you see fit! At
its core the mechanics involve collecting which are your way of interacting with a living, breathing, highly abstract world.
As you explore you'll gain a few abilities, tons of collectables and build\/burn the world as you please. Strangly enough, its
by far the most relaxing game I've ever met and as I colored the world I found myself rather happy, as my progress was
simply making the world a more colorful place rather then the collectables. It's been a long time since I've met a game that
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doesn't feel compelled to string me along with a stick and carrot, but freedom from those chains to play in a quirky, colorful
sandbox with no real threats has changed my ideas of what a game can, and possiably should be. Sadly, I can't really tell
you why its so relaxing or happy, you'll just have to find out for youself.. This game is a short RPG that had almost no
flaws for me. There are two negative points which I want to point out (but don't be fooled, they're compensated by the
positive points I mention right after)

- Theres not too much focus on the story and huge parts of it are gathered through notes (which you may find or not,
depends on how much exploring you do)
BUT: The characters are very likeable, even though one of them can't speak. The relationship between the two main
characters is heartwarming, which is pretty surprising regarding the fact that you spend such a short amount of time with
them.
The atmosphere is phantastic and very mysterious - the music is largely responsible for that. The soundtrack is awesome
and supports every mood presented in the game.
So yeah, if you are able to connect to the characters and atmosphere, you will have a great time and get more out of the
story than you might think.

- Exploring the different parts of the dungeons can be tedious, although every path has its own design. But the riddles there
are so easy that you really do nothing else than running and fighting.
BUT: The battle system is great. The characters have skills which can be combined to have different effects. And you really
need those. I didn't think the game was too easy, in fact I had to prepare a tactic for most of the fights. I really enjoyed that.
I also think that the short playtime benefits the gameplay. Yeah, its a little disappointing to see the ending after 3-4 hours,
but otherwise the dungeon exploring would've become too annoying.

So, is it worth it? I'd say yes, definitely. But you have to keep in mind that the game is short and may want to wait for a
sale. I didn't regret buying this game at release at all. Really liked it.. A fun short point and click adventure game. Like the
art style, and the voice acting is better in the 2nd chapter than the first. I would try to buy on sale, not worth 5 dollars for 2
hours.. Mark this review as helpful to get the "I'm so hyped!" achievement.. Absolutely fantastic. Please remake more classic
shooters in this way!
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